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Abstract. This paper solves a motion planning problem from a motion safety perspective,
where a variant of the classical Rapidly exploring Random Tree (RRT) approach [1] called psafe RRT is proposed. The exploration of the search space is similar to RRT, however, the
highlight of p-safe RRT is the integration of passive motion safety. The basic principle of this
safety level is to guarantee that the system can brake down and stop before collision. P-safe
RRT extends a tree through the state time space, where tree’s nodes and primitives are checked
for passive motion safety. The computed trajectory is passively safe and drives the robot from
its initial state to the goal state. The developed algorithms have been tested in simulation scenarios; featuring both fixed and moving objects with unknown trajectories for a car-like robot
with a limited field of view.
Keywords: mobile robotics; motion planning; motion safety; dynamic environments.
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INTRODUCTION

Few years ago, Autonomous Ground Vehicles (AGVs) were a challenge, but, today it
becomes a reality: many car dealers currently work on AGVs projects (e.g. BMW,
Toyota, Renault, Volkswagen, Peugeot, General Motors, Mercedes-Benz, or Tesla).
Several demonstrations have been carried out on real roads, i.e. in the presence of
other cars and pedestrians (both with unknown behaviour), having only a partial
knowledge about the environment. However, the risk of accident remains present (see
[2]). Even if these systems are autonomous, up to this day, cars are never unmanned
[3]; will the driver seat ever be empty? Therefore, guaranteeing motion safety remains
an open problem in such situations.
There is a rich literature on motion planning, most of approaches compute a compete path from an initial position of the robot to the goal position based on the environment representation (which is usually a priori known or built during a first phase
of exploration) [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Generally, the environment is considered as static.
These methods can be adapted to dynamic environments but adding the temporal
dimension increases the complexity of the problem. Other methods as PRM (Probabilistic Roadmap) [10] and RRT [1, 11] have more performances in high dimensional
configuration spaces. However, PRM requires a priori knowledge about the environment or an initial map constructed off-line. Otherwise, RRT is more suitable for unknown environments. Besides, the kinodynamic constraints of the system are explicit-

ly taken into account and the incremental tree construction features better the strong
changes of the environment compared to PRM. Many variants of RRT have been
developed over years. First works [11, 1] were very expensive in computing time as
the tree is expanded over the entire workspace. More recent works have combined
RRT with other methods like PRM to solve the problem [12, 13]. All these works are
applied in static environments. Other extensions of RRT have been also proposed to
drive the robot in dynamic environments; in [14], RRT has been extended to ERRT
(Extended RRT), where environment’s changes are featured by interleaving planning
and execution phases. An anytime RRT version was proposed in [15]; at each time
instance, a new plan is computed based on the environment information update. Another variant of RRT is Multipartite RRT, which combines ERRT and anytime RRT
[16]. It is suitable for environments containing moving objects with a priori known
behaviour. There are other extensions of RRT (ex. [17, 18, 19]), but, in most cases,
the future behaviour of moving objects is not considered at all or assumed a priori
known.
Generally, guaranteeing motion safety requires a priori knowledge about the overall
trajectory of each moving object to ensure that a collision will never occur: that is
what is called absolute motion safety. However, when the future behaviour of objects
is unknown, this form of safety is impossible to guarantee [20]. Therefore, following
the opinion of some authors [21], it is better to settle for weaker levels of motion safety: it is better to guarantee less than to guarantee nothing. In [22], the proposed solution is to guarantee that the robot will be at rest if a collision took place. This is what
we called passive motion safety.
The contribution of this paper is a variant of the classical RRT method [1]; a new
approach p-safe RRT is proposed. It is based on building an incremental tree in the
state time space. The generated nodes and trajectory primitives are checked for passive motion safety based on a verification algorithm of passively safe states that is
proposed in [22]. So, the planner computes a passively safe trajectory to the goal.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the paradigm collision-free
vs. passive motion safety. In Section 3, the classical RRT principle is first presented,
then the proposed extension p-safe RRT is described in detail. Finally, the validation
of the developed algorithms is illustrated in Section 4 thanks to a simulation implementation.

2

COLLISION-FREE VS. SAFETY OF MOTION

From a motion safety perspective, previous works (e.g. [23-29]) proposed approaches
that guarantee collision-free motion. However, it is not always sufficient; collision
occurs regardless the undertaken action. For example, in the case of a vehicle traveling at high speed, confronted to a wall, it can be in a situation where collision is inevitable given its dynamic constraints (it is not possible to avoid the wall or to stop before collision). In other words, the vehicle is placed in an inevitable collision state,
i.e. whatever the future trajectory of the vehicle, collision occurs. Therefore, to guarantee motion safety, inevitable collision states should be avoided.

Given the perceptual limitations of the robot and the unknown future behaviour of
the moving objects present in the environment, it is not possible to guarantee absolute
motion safety (collision will never occur given a priori known model of the future).
This is why, we settled for weaker level of motion safety, but stronger given the harsh
constraints related to the robot and the environment. This level of safety is called
passive motion safety (p-safety). It is passive in a sense that the robot takes its own
responsibility to not to be harmful with respect to its surrounding environment, regardless if the other obstacles will collide with him. Passive safety guarantees that if a
collision takes place, the robot will be at rest. From this strategy, the braking inevitable collision states concept (braking ICS) was proposed [22]. A braking ICS (denoted
ICSb) is a state for which whatever the future trajectory of the robot, a collision occurs
before the robot is stopped. A state that is ICSb-free is a p-safe state.
To verify if a state is ICSb or not (by duality p-safe or not), a braking ICS checker
(called ICSb-CHECK) was developed in [22]. The developed planner presented in section 3 is based on ICSb-CHECK to check the p-safety of the planned trajectory.

3

THE DEVELOPED MOTION PLANNING TECHNIQUE

This paper proposes a new motion planning approach called p-safe RRT. It is inspired
from RRT method [1]. However, unlike RRT, p-safe RRT has to guarantee passive
motion safety criterion and takes into account the field-of-view limits and occlusions
besides to the future behaviour of moving objects.
3.1

The classical RRT

RRT is a diffusion technique based on probabilistic sampling of the search space [11,
1]. It has been used to solve motion planning problems in high dimensional configuration spaces. A tree is incrementally expended through the space (set of nodes related
by primitives) for planning a path from an initial state to a goal state . The basic
principle of this technique is explained in the algorithm presented in figure 1.
First, the tree (noted TREE) is initialized by the initial state of the robot. It represents
the root node
. The function TREE_EXPANSION grows the tree from
toward randomly selected nodes (using the function RANDOM_TARGET): when a
random target
is generated, the function NEAREST_NEIGHBOR selects the
nearest node
in the tree relatively to
.
is then extended toward
by applying a control
that is generally selected from a set of possible
controls
(thanks to NEAREST_CTRL). This selection is based on a minimized
Euclidean distance between
and
. The resulting node is
; it is
added to the tree with its corresponding new primitive
. If the expansion of the
tree is obstructed by an obstacle,
is not generated. This process is repeated until
the state is reached (i.e. when the distance between
and is lower than a
certain threshold).
Generally, RRT and its variants [1, 11, 12, 13] solve motion planning problem only
in the configuration space or the state space, the time parameter is not considered at
all. Furthermore, most of these works are applicable in static environments. Even if

RRT has been extended for dynamic environments [14-19], as the future behaviour of
moving objects is not considered or a priori known, motion safety cannot be guaranteed.
To solve such issue, we propose a modified version of RRT; p-safe RRT. It extends
a tree in the state time space and computes a p-safe trajectory that drives the robot to
the goal in a safe manner.
RRT_CONSTRUCTION()
1. Initialization: TREE = {
};
2. While not reached do
3.
← RANDOM_TARGET();
4.
TREE_EXPANSION(TREE,
);
5. end while
6. return TREE;
TREE_EXPANSION(TREE,
)
7.
← NEAREST_NEIGHBOR(TREE,
8.
← NEAREST_CTRL(
,
9. (
,
) ←GENERATE_PRIM(
10. if
≠ ∅ then
11. TREE = TREE ∪
;
12. TREE = TREE ∪
;
13. end if

);
,

);

,

);

Fig. 1. The classical RRT algorithm.

3.2

P-safe RRT

The developed technique p-safe RRT constructs a tree thanks to an exhaustive exploration of the state time space, i.e. using a fixed set of feasible controls
. The
expanded tree is checked for passive motion safety using the algorithm ICSb-CHECK
proposed in [22] based on a model of the future
(this point is detailed in [22]).
Besides ICSb-CHECK, an important property should be established concerning the psafety guarantee of a trajectory, it is expressed as follow:
Property 1:
A trajectory is p-safe (i.e. not a braking ICS) if P is collision-free and the final state
of P is p-safe.
For more details concerning the proof of this property, or other p-safety guarantee
properties and definitions, the reader is referred to [30].
The p-safe RRT principle is explained through the algorithm presented in figure 2.
As for RRT, p-safe RRT is initialized by the root node
. In addition, the algorithm has as inputs
and
. During the planning time, each node in the tree is
expanded thanks to the function PSAFE_TREE_EXPANSION according to a set of
controls
. Each control leads to the generation of a new primitive
and a

new node
(i.e. the final state of
) (via GENERATE_TRAJ_PRIM).
is checked for p-safety based on ICSb-CHECK (BRAKING_ICS_CHECK) and property 1. In the case no p-safe primitive is found for a given node , a braking trajectory
is generated to guarantee the motion safety (using GENERATE_BRAKING_TRAJ).
At the end of the process, different p-safe trajectories are possible, but only one trajectory is selected. The function SELECT_BEST_TRAJ is responsible of this task
using an optimization function which is based on the Euclidean distance (∆
)
between the trajectory final state and the goal state and the time cost of the trajectory (∆
). Weighting factors
and
are respectively associated to ∆
and ∆
. is expressed as follows:
=
∆
+ ∆
(1)
PSAFE_RRT_CONSTRUCTION()
1. Initialization: TREE = {
},
,
;
2. While
do
3.
for = 0 to do
4.
PSAFE_TREE_EXPANSION( ,
);
5.
if
= ∅ then
6.
GENERATE_BRAKING_TRAJ();
7.
end if
8.
end for
9. end while
10. return TREE;
11. SELECT_BEST_TRAJ(TREE, );
PSAFE_TREE_EXPANSION( ,
)
12. for ∈
do
13. (
,
) ←GENERATE_TRAJ_PRIM( , );
14. if BRAKING_ICS_CHECK(
,
)=False then
15.
if
is collision-free then
16.
TREE = TREE ∪
;
17.
TREE = TREE ∪
;
18.
end if
19. end if
20. end for
Fig. 2. P-safe RRT algorithm.

This algorithm illustrates the general principle of p-safe RRT technique, however,
for motion safety reasons, the planning process can be interleaved with the execution
process like in [14] or instead a partial motion planning can be applied like in [30,
31], where a new plan is periodically computed until the robot reaches its goal.

4

RESULTS

In order to illustrate p-safe RRT performances and demonstrate its motion safety
guarantee, p-safe RRT algorithm has been implemented in simulation scenarios that
feature fixed and moving objects with arbitrary trajectories. The application has been
developed in C++ and it has been tested on a laptop equipped with an Intel Core i7
(1.6GHz, 4GB RAM, OS: Linux).
4.1

The system’s dynamic model

P-safe RRT has been tested for a car-like robot that operates in a state time space. The
robot state is a 5 tuple = ( , , , , ). ( , ) are the Cartesian coordinates (related
to the midpoint of the rear axle of the robot), is the robot’s orientation, its linear
velocity and its steering angle. The dynamic of the robot is governed by the following differential equations:
0
0
0
0
/ + 0
=
+ 0
(2)
0
1
0
0
0
1
Where denotes the robot’s wheelbase,
is the linear acceleration and
is the
steering angle velocity. These last two parameters represent the control inputs that
should be applied to the system. The robot behaviour is limited by kinodynamic constraints that should be respected, namely:
| |≤
,| | ≤
,| | ≤
,
≤
, where
= 20 / ,
=
0.314
,
=7 / ,
= 0.314
/ .
4.2

P-safe RRT

To illustrate how the developed technique works, it has been tested in a scenario
called simple urban scenario (see figure 3.a); it contains fixed and moving objects
with an arbitrary behaviour. In this case, no information concerning the future behaviour of the moving objects is available, only the maximum velocity is considered
(
= 20 / ). The robot has a limited field-of-view with maximum radius of
80 and it moves in a 2D workspace with 180 × 180 dimensions. The radius of
the disk objects is 2.5 . P-safe RRT has to drive the robot starting from initial position until a predefined goal while considering the passive motion safety guarantee.
Both seen and unseen objects (perception limits and occlusions) are considered. For
safety purpose, p-safe RRT computes at first ICSb set (see figure 3.b), the black region
represents the forbidden part of the environment that should be avoided by the robot.
The tree is expanded in the space following a set of controls ( , ) selected as
follows: =
, i.e. a constant maximum linear acceleration is considered and
∈ [−
,
], i.e. a constant steering angle velocity is selected in this interval of values.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Simple urban scenario; polygons are the fixed objects and black discs are the
moving objects with their corresponding trajectories represented in blue. The robot is the red
disc at the center. (b) ICSb set for a given position of the robot; the forbidden states (ICSb) are
represented in black while the p-safe states are represented in white (see [22] for more details).
The robot’s field-of-view is represented by the magenta segments (perception limits) and the
green segments (occlusions).

Figure 4 illustrates the behaviour of the robot further to the implementation of psafe RRT in the simple urban scenario. The executed trajectory is represented by the
thick trace behind the system while the trajectory in front of the robot is the planned
part. Based on the ICSb set computed given an updated model of the future, the robot
moves until it reaches the goal while avoiding seen and unseen objects (the limits of
the field of view). For example, in the second snapshot, the robot escaped an ICSb
region resulting from perception limits (unexpected objects). In the third snapshot, it
escaped a fixed object and an unexpected objects region. The built p-safe RRT trees
corresponding to these two snapshots are respectively illustrated in figure 5.a and
figure 5.b. Each tree’s primitive and node is checked for passive safety. Only p-safe
nodes are expandable. For an ICSb node, a collision-free braking trajectory is generated. This experiment shows the performance of p-safe RRT to guarantee a passively
safe behaviour for the robot. Even the avoidance is not possible, the robot brakes
down to remain in a p-safe state.

Fig. 4. Snapshots of p-safe RRT at work in the simple urban scenario (the goal to reach is represented by the red point) (see text).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. P-safe RRT trees corresponding to the second (a) and third snapshot (b) of figure 4.
Tree’s primitives represented in blue are p-safe, those in cyan are ICSb (not p-safe) and those in
magenta characterize collision-free braking trajectories (for each ICSb node, a braking trajectory is generated). The selected trajectory (to be executed) is represented in red.

5

CONCLUSION

AGVs navigation in real road is still challenging up to now. In this paper, we proposed a solution by developing a passively safe motion planner; p-safe RRT. It is a
variant of the classical RRT technique that is based on the guarantee of a passively
safe motion. This navigation system takes into account the dynamics of both the robot
and the environment, where an unknown model of the future is considered. P-safe
RRT has been validated through simulation tests; the robot showed a passively safe
behaviour by avoiding perceived objects and unexpected objects that are potentially
dangerous from a motion safety point of view.
A logical future work to this one is the implementation of this planning system on
an experimental platform. On the other hand, concerning the approach concept, the
tree expansion strategy used in this paper is basic. The exploration of the space time
could be improved by means of other existing expansion techniques or strategies.
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